Recurrent neural network (RNN)'s architecture is a key factor influencing its performance. We propose algorithms to optimize hidden sizes under running time constraint. We convert the discrete optimization into a subset selection problem. By novel transformations, the objective function becomes submodular and constraint becomes supermodular. A greedy algorithm with bounds is suggested to solve the transformed problem. And we show how transformations influence the bounds. To speed up optimization, surrogate functions are proposed which balance exploration and exploitation. Experiments show that our algorithms can find more accurate models or faster models than manually tuned state-of-the-art and random search. We also compare popular RNN architectures using our algorithms.
Introduction
RNNs are popular in many machine learning tasks, e.g. image caption [22] [21] , speech recognition [7] , machine translation [1] etc. RNN's performance is highly influenced by its architecture. Researchers have devoted much effort to developing better choices, including basic units like long short-term memory (LSTM) [11] and its variants [10] , gated recurrent unit (GRU) [6] and new units [12] . Besides, people research on how to connect basic units, such as [24] RNN depth definitions, [9] gated-feedback connections etc.
Comparing architectures should be fair. Fairness means same controlled conditions, e.g. same memory or number of parameters as [24] [9] [8] [19] . Usually, people only control important conditions. [10] suggests that learning rate and hidden size are most important hyper-parameters. Even though under constrained memory of parameters, reallocating hidden sizes is still possible. Thus, it's better to find the best model after defining controlled constraint. There are many optimization techniques for RNN parameters [14] [23] , however, hyper-parameters like hidden sizes are often manually tuned.
This paper mainly considers choices of layers' hidden sizes which are discrete hyper-parameters under some constraints. There are several algorithms for tuning hyper-parameters. [18] propose a gradient method, however, only suitable for continuous hyper-parameters. General frameworks like Bayesian optimization [20] [5] and random search [3] do not utilize prior knowledge about hidden sizes.
We propose novel algorithms to optimize the model by choosing proper hidden sizes under some constraints. The algorithm applies to many constraints such as memory or number of parameters, power of model etc. We choose running time as constraints, because many applications care about the best performance under constrained time. Our contributions are as follows: (1) We convert this discrete optimization into a subset selection problem; (2) Transformation is proposed to make objective function submodular and constraint function supermodular; (3)We propose a greedy algorithm to solve the problem with theoretical bounds and point out relationship between the transformation and bounds; (4)Surrogate function is proposed to speed up the optimization; (5)Having considered other hyper-parameters, we evaluate our algorithms on text8 and WMT data set. Different basic units and different connections are compared.
Results show our algorithm can find more accurate model or faster model than manually tuned state-of-the-art and random search.
Approach

Optimization of Architectures
Search of Architecture Space Neuron number of a layer is called 'width' denoted as w. All input, hidden layers' widths are denoted as [w 1 , w 2 ...w k ] = φ. With specific connections, once φ is determined, training and validation give validated performance P and running time T (not training time). The search of architecture space formed by all φ is defined as Eq. 1 where B is time budget.
Subset Selection Problem We propose a method to convert each φ to a set S. 
Another property is that any φ is able to be converted to a set S, which means the selection of subset of V is equivalent to search of φ space. And problem Eq. 1 is converted to Eq. 2. 
Properties of P(S) and T(S)
Monotonically Increasing
Consider S A ⊂ S B , from section 2.1 w Ai ≤ w Bi . Suppose S A 's RNN has parameter W A ∈ R m×n , and corresponding parameter for S B is W B ∈ R M ×N where m ≤ M, n ≤ N (because w Ai ≤ w Bi ). For all parameters, by setting W B topleft m × n sub-matrix as W A and rest elements in W B zeros, we prove S A and S B 's RNNs have identical computation process and P (S A ) = P (S B ) holds true for architectures involved in this paper. (proofs in supplementary) Thus, we train an RNN S new with random initial parameters, and based on validation history, if there exists S small ⊂ S new and P (S small ) ≥ P (S new ), we transfer parameters from S small to S new making P (S new ) = P (S small ). Then extremely slightly training of S new using gradients from validation set makes P (S new ) extremely slightly larger than P (S small ). (Validation set should not be used to compute gradients, however, we only apply this method when P (S new ) = P (S small ), and P (S new ) is not final output since S small performs nearly the same with shorter time). Thus, for any S A ⊂ S B , we guarantee P (S A ) < P (S B ). For running time, larger parameter matrices cost more computation time, so T (S A ) < T (S B ). Thus, P (S), T (S) are both monotonically increasing. We revise P (S) := P (S) − P (∅), T (S) := T (S) − T (∅) to make revised P (∅) = T (∅) = 0.
Submodular and Supermodular
Interpolation Function p(·) Since P (·) is monotone, monotone spline interpolation for P (·) gives continuous function p(·) satisfying: (1) for any φ ∈ Z k , P (φ) = p(φ); (2) monotone property is maintained (derivatives p wi > 0, i = 1...k); (3) second order derivatives of p(·) exist.
Conditions for Submodularity Consider changing only two different layers in p(·) denoted as p(x, y), and there's Thrm. 1(proofs in supplementary). The intuition is: marginal gain P (u|S) = P (S ∪ {u}) − P (S) corresponds to derivative p x . p xx ≤ 0 means p x decreases as x increases, corresponding to P (u|S) diminishing as the layer u belonging to increases width. p xy ≤ 0 means P (u|S) diminishes as the layer u not belonging to increases width. Consider S A ⊂ S B , thus w Ai ≤ w Bi , imagine S A grows to S B by adding neurons one by one to each layer. No matter which layer is added, all layers' marginal gain diminish, therefore, at last P (u|S A ) ≥ P (u|S B ), which means P (S) is submodular. Supermodularity (P (u|S A ) ≤ P (u|S B )) is concluded similarly. Theorem 1. If all two-layer pairs' second order derivatives satisfy p xx ≤ 0, p yy ≤ 0, p xy ≤ 0 (p xx ≥ 0, p yy ≥ 0, p xy ≥ 0), set function P (S) is submodular (supermodular).
Saturated and Explosive Transformation p(x, y) may not satisfy Thrm 1 naturally. Thus, we convert Eq. 2 to
are designed monotone increasing functions and µ 1 , µ 2 are positive numbers. This new problem is equivalent to Eq. 2 because an inequality multiplied by a positive number and applied with monotone increasing function composition is equivalent to original inequality. Appropriate γ, µ make P µ1 (S) submodular and T µ2 (S) supermodular. The second order derivatives for transformed interpolation function p µ1 = γ 1 (µ 1 p(x, y)) is as Eq. 3.
More Saturated Transformation Setting all two-layer pairs'
is submodular, such transformation is not needed.
Less Saturated Transformation If p xx ≤ 0, p xy ≤ 0, p yy ≤ 0 are already true, setting all p µ1,xx ≤ 0, p µ1,yy ≤ 0, p µ1,xy ≤ 0, γ 1 (z) = exp(z) − 1, there's condition Eq. 5. P µ1 (S) is still submodular if µ 1 is chosen according to Eq. 5. We show its usage in section 2.3.
Similarly, T (S) has more explosive transformation µ 2 ≥ µ 2me and less explosive transformation µ 2 ≤ µ 2le . (see supplementary) µ 1 , µ 2 control transformation extent, when µ 1 , µ 2 are near zeros, according to Taylor expansion, it becomes linear transformation.
Estimation of Critical µ Using validation history {φ
, we regress P (S) by locally weighted quadratic
2 is solved through normal equation, (see supplementary) where
2τ 2 ) controls cost weights for a test point φ, τ is chosen through leave-one-out validation. The estimatedp wi = 2α
gridded points' derivatives in φ space are estimated, which are used for estimation of µ 1ms , µ 1ls , µ 2me , µ 2le .
Greedy Algorithms
Section 2.2 concludes submodular P µ1 (S) and supermodular T µ2 (S). There are many submodular maximization algorithms [15] [17] . Different from most constraints, T µ2 (S) is a supermodular function. Thus, we propose Alg. 1 to solve the optimization.
Firstly setting δ(S, X) = P µ1 (S∪X)−P µ1 (S), Alg. 1 gives solution S u , then setting δ(S, X) = T (V )−T (V \j) as curvature of T (S). If T (S) is supermodular, 0 ≤ κ T ≤ 1, and curvature measures the distance of T (S) from modularity. κ T = 1 if and only if T (S) is modular, or T (S) = j∈S T (j).
for each X ∈ U , compute δ X = δ(S, X) 4:
Thrm.2 gives a P µ1 (S * )'s lower bound based on the optimum of a smaller budget problem.
, where S opt is the global optimum when T µ2 (S) ≤ B µ2 and m = max{|S| :
Thrm.3 gives a lower bound based on the same budget B µ2 problem, however, with a smaller approximation factor. m is determined by the curvature κ Tµ 2 . We also proved that as κ Tµ 2 becomes large, m becomes small, and in modular case κ Tµ 2 = 1, the bound becomes
. Note P (S) is revised by subtracting the smallest model's performance, e.g. the smallest model φ 0 has accuracy 0.91, and best accuracy is 1.00, this bound means P (S) = accuracy(S) − 0.91 > 
Transformation of P(S) and T(S)
We actually care about P (S * ) instead of P µ1 (S * ). Thrm.2 and 3 give bound γ 1 (µ 1 P (S)) ≥ aγ 1 (µ 1 P (S opt )) where a is approximation factor. Thus, P (S) ≥
We proved: (proofs in supplementary) if P (S) is not submodular and
, lim µ1→∞ L(µ 1 ) = 0, which means µ 1ms is the best µ 1 ; if P (S) is submodular and
which means µ 1ls is the best
γ2(µ2T (V ))−γ2(µ2T (V \j)) , we proved: if T (S) is not supermodular and γ 2 (z) = exp(z) − 1, κ(µ 2 ) is monotone decreasing and lim µ2→0 κ(µ 2 ) = κ T , lim µ2→∞ κ(µ 2 ) = 0, which means µ 2me is the best µ 2 ; if T (S) is supermodular and γ 2 (z) = 1 − exp(−z), κ(µ 2 ) is monotone increasing and lim µ2→0 κ(µ 2 ) = κ T , lim µ2→∞ κ(µ 2 ) = ∞, which means µ 2le is the best µ 2 . Therefore, µ 1ms , µ 1ls , µ 2me , µ 2le give tightest bounds for P (S) (larger κ Tµ 2 and higher L(µ 1 )).
Surrogate Functions
Frequent accessing P, T in Alg. 1 is expensive, so surrogate functions speed up the optimization.
Bounds of Unevaluated Points
We propose bounds for unevaluated points. Consider monotone increasing submodular function f (S) and S A , S B whose architectures are
In Eq. 6, since f (S) is submodular,
f (e i |S i−1 ). And f (S) is monotone increasing means n i=1 f (e i |S i−1 ) ≥ 0. Therefore, based on Eq. 6 there is Eq. 7.
Any e i ∈ S B and e i / ∈ S A comes from φ's dimension j that b j > a j , e.g. elements from dimension j in S A is {u Because in the same dimension j, elements have same effects to architecture (same layer and one neuron increased), we denote them as u j and get
. Thus Eq. 7 becomes Eq. 8.
There's another inequality. If S A ⊂ S B , Eq. 6 becomes
. Converting e i to u j concludes Eq. 9.
If S A , S B are evaluated, we propose following bounds for unevaluated S C with φ C = [c 1 , c 2 ...c d ].
Monotone Upper Bounds
First Submodular Upper Bound If S B \ S A = ∅ and S C ⊂ S A , apply Eq. 8 to S A , S B and apply Eq. 9 to S C , S A , there are Eq. 10 11.
Define α as Eq. 12, where > 0 is very small. Eq. 10 11 conclude bound Eq. 12.
Second Submodular Upper Bound If S C \ S A = ∅ and S B ⊂ S A , another bound is Eq. 13.
Our method uses evaluated points to estimate the increasing rate and bound unevaluated points based on diminishing return property. For an unevaluated point S C , all possible pairs of evaluated points are used to compute bounds, and minimum of all upper bounds is f (S C )'s final upper bound f upper (S C ). Similarly there's lower bound g lower (S C ) for supermodular function g(S). (see supplementary)
Balance Exploration and Exploitation
We compute P upper (S) for P µ1 (S), T lower (S) for T µ2 (S). P upper (S), T lower (S) are also monotone. (proofs in supplementary) Thus, transforming again makes P upper,µ1 (S) submodular and T lower,µ2 (S) supermodular which are used as surrogate functions. Surrogate functions have these properties: evaluated points are true values; unevaluated points' P is overrated and T is underrated because of upper and lower bounds. Using surrogate functions, in Alg. 1, unevaluated points have higher δ X than it should be, leading to natural exploration mechanism. The whole procedure: step 1, evaluate several random points as evaluation history; step 2, convert P (S), T (S) to P µ1 (S), T µ2 (S); step 3, compute P µ1 (S), T µ2 (S)'s bounds; step 4, transform bounds to obtain surrogate functions; step 5, Alg. 1 using surrogate functions proposes a new candidate S * and intermediate used S during ∅ grows to S * ; step 6, evaluate S * and randomly selected intermediate S, and add results to evaluation history; go back to step 2. Repeat until S * is stable. In step 5, Alg. 1 chooses set S growing path by comparing evaluated points' true marginal gains and unevaluated overrated marginal gains. If unevaluated points win, step 6 evaluates this growing path and their marginal gains drop to true values, which represents exploration. If evaluated points win, more exploration only gives worse paths, thus, current path is stable. A typical path see Fig. 2(a) .
Recurrent Neural Networks Architectures
We compare basic units (LSTM, GRU), each being a circle node in Fig. 1 . Secondly, connection methods, according to recent suggestions [9] [24] [19] , are evaluated, including forward depth (f ) meaning f transformations (vertical arrows in Fig. 1(a) ) from input to output, recurrent depth (r) meaning r transformations (horizontal arrows in Fig. 1(a) ) between adjacent time steps, skip coefficients (s) meaning time step t receives shortcut transformations from time step t − s. Skip coefficient's evaluation includes bottom-bottom (bb), top-top (tt), bottom-up (bu) and top-down (td) as Fig.  1(b) . Thirdly, attention mechanism, a special RNN architecture is evaluated, which has been broadly adopted in image caption [22] , speech recognition [7] and machine translation [1] .
(details in supplementary)
Above architectures are optimized under validation time constraints. For architectures in Fig. 1(a)(b) , widths of input feature x and basic units' hidden layer h 1 , h 2 , ... as [w x , w h1 , w h2 ...] are optimized. For attention structure, widths of input feature, encoder RNN hidden layer, attention hidden layer, decoder RNN hidden layer and output feature as [w x , w e , w a , w d , w y ] are optimized as Fig. 1(c) .
Experiments
Dataset Following [24] , text8 is used for character level language modeling, which has 100M characters. Cost uses −log 2 of perplexity, and 10.0 minus cost is performance (better model has higher performance). Each width's range is [3, 500] . Attention architecture is evaluated on English-French translation problem. We use bilingual parallel corpora news-commentary (5.5M words) which is part of WMT-14 data. Following [1] , we use Moses for tokenization and top frequent 5000 words in each language as vocabulary which covers 90 percent of all words. Any word not included is mapped to UNK token. Sentences with length up to 30 words are used. BLEU-1 score (without UNK) from Moses is evaluation criterion. Each width's range is [3, 200] . 
Critical µ for Transformations
By estimating critical µ, we analyze properties of P (S), T (S). To conduct more experiments, we use a smaller set, 2M of text8 divided into non-overlapping sequences with length 20. For each model in Fig. 1(a)(b) , we estimate derivatives using about 40 evaluated random points. (Typical derivatives as Fig. 2 ) Interestingly, all models satisfy p xy ≤ 0, t xy ≥ 0, which means original P (S) is submodular and T (S) is supermodular. Some µ for less saturated and less explosive transformation are as Tab. 1. P (S) saturates fast, and µ ls is not small. T (S) is nearly modular when model is small, leading to very small µ le , and supermodularity becomes obvious when all widths grow large.
Ignoring formulation, we use less saturated transformation µ ls from 1e3 to 1e-3 and more saturated transformation µ ms from 1e-3 to 1e3 for P (S) in section 2.4.2's step 2 to check how optimization is influenced by µ. r=1, f=2 LSTM's result is as Fig. 3(f) top (µ=1e-3 means nearly linear transformations, thus, are merged). As P (S) is already submodular, it seems more saturated transformation hurts the performance. Large range around the critical µ (marked as blue 'X' in Fig. 3(f) top) performs best. Less saturated transformation with too large µ leads to slightly worse performance with which P (S) is no longer submodular. Other models show similar results. Surrogate functions become more accurate as Table 1: 2M 
Compare Basic Units and Connections
Using 2M of text8 data, (LSTM, GRU) with (r=1,2,3; f=2,3) and (bb, tt, bu, td using s=1,3,5) architectures are compared. We set validation time constraints from 0 to 300 at step 20 (e-5 seconds), and at each time constraint, our algorithms optimize widths to give corresponding best architecture whose performance and time plotted in Fig. 3 . Evaluating one point takes about 40-60 minutes. Fig. 3 (a)(b) show that larger s is not helpful, and bu, td perform best. Fig. 3 (c) tells that larger r hurts performance, and (r=1, f=3) works best. Each figure's winner is plotted in Fig. 3(d) , showing that LSTM is better than GRU, and (bu, s=1) is best. Tab. 2 gives results when time constraint is 300. Checking relationship of different layers' widths of best architectures, we find as a model grows large, layers' widths are generally positively correlated. Following [24] , using 100M text8 data divided into 180 length sequences, choosing same LSTM (td, s=1), 
Attention Architecture
Attention architecture also needs less saturated, less explosive transformations. Setting time constraints 100 to 500 at step 50 e-5 seconds, we optimize bidirectional [1] and one directional (only forward or backward feed source sentences) models. Validation results in Fig. 3(e) show bidirection is the best and backward feeding is slightly better than forward. Evaluating each point takes about 6 hours. Under same constraint, our algorithm is compared with random search [3] which uses same number of evaluated points as ours to optimize models. Random range uses widths' range and points exceeding constraint are rejected. Test results in Tab. 4 show that both algorithms give similar shape architectures. Ours achieves better BLEU-1, and gives finer results: closer time to constraint and lower deviations of widths, time and BLEU-1. 
Discussion
We converted RNN's hidden size optimization to a subset selection problem, and proposed function transformation to make objective function submodular and constraint function supermodular. We designed greedy algorithms to solve the problem. Experiments showed our algorithm's effectiveness in finding more accurate model and faster model than manually tuned state-of-the-art and random search algorithm. We chose time as constraint, however, our algorithm is suitable for many other monotone constraints. Our experiments used text8 and part of WMT data, results showed this paper's RNN's performance were submodular and running time supermodular. In text8 task, we found recurrent depth and skip coefficient were not helpful, td, bu models performed best, and LSTM was better than GRU. In WMT task, we found bidirectional encoder was better than one-directional method. All results were based on two specific data set, and it's possible to obtain different results on other tasks. In future, we'll try more architectures, tasks and constraints using our algorithms.
